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The Beta-Gamma transform changes a Gamma distributed variate with shape parameter 
k into a Gamma variate with shape parameter q , where q is less than k . 
Using this transformation a scheme is given for generating negatively correlated 
Gamma variates, each with parameter k . The scheme can be implemented with 
nothing but a generator of Gamma deviates. It requires no inverse probability . 
integral transform for Gamma variates. 
l. ABSTRACT 
In what follows (X(k), Y(k)) will denote a pair 
of possibly dependent random variates with cor-
relation r and Gamma(S,k) marginal distribu-
t~ons. Also G1(k), G2(k), .•. will represent i~dependent Gamma(S,k) variates and B1(m,n), 
B2(m,n), ... will represent independent Beta(m,n) 
variates. Although there are efficient schemes 
for generating Beta variates, th~y may also be 
generated as B(m,n) = G1(m)/{G1(m) + G2(n)} 
The Beta-Gamma transformation (Lewis, 1982) is as 
fo 11 ows . Let 
X(q) = B(q,k-q)G(k) , .9. < k • 
Then X{q) is distributed as a Gamma(s,k) 
variate. 
(1) 
x1(k) = B1(k,k) x0(2k) , 
v1(k) = {l - B1(k,k}} v0(2k) 
Then the correlation between x1(k) and Y1(k) 
is given by 
_· k(r0-1) 
rl - 1+2k k > 0 • 
In particular if we start with an independent 






We now show how this transformation can be used 
to generate negatively correlated Gamma pairs 
(X(k), Y(.k)), . The emphasis here is on nega-
tively correlated pairs of Gamma variates al-
though the scheme can be adapted to obtain 
positive correlation. In general, however, 
positive correlation is easier to obtain than 
negative correlation, and particularly so with 
the Beta-Gamma transformation. 
This has value r1 = - 1/3 if k = l(exponential), 
r1 = - 1/4 if k = 1/2 and r1 + - 1/2 as 
Let (X0(2k), v0(2k)) have correlation r 0 . 
Let a new pair (X1(k), v1(k)) be generated as 
k + °' • 
Of course the value of r1 = - 1/3 is only about 
half the maximum negative correlation of - 0.645 
attainable for antithetic exponential pairs. 
Iteration of the process improves the attainable 
negative correlation. Start with independent 
pairs x0(4k) and v0(4k) and obtain x1(2k) 
and v1(2k) with correlation r1 = - 2k/(4k+l) . 
Then let 
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Xz(k) = B2(k,k)X,(2k~ 
:=. B2.(k,k)Bl (.2k,21(i)Xo(4k) 
v2(k) = {l - s2(k,k)J v1(2k) 
= n - s4Ck.:k)Hl - s1(4k,2k)J v0(4.k) 
(5) 
Then r 2_ = (~k)( 6k+'I)/{ O:t2k){l +4k.)} w.l)i oh h~s 
value -O.lfl:i67 when k = l a.nd r 2 -+ - 3/4 as 
k + oo • ~he next iteration produces a corr~la­
tion. r 3 = - 0.5259 at k = l and r 3 + - 7/8 
as R + 00 • 
The bas.k scfleme (2) can be tuned by ad.cl,i,tion Qf 
one para,meter to obtain correlati·on.s ii') the ra.nge 
f:r6m · Q to the. valiue gi•ven qy (3)·., Note· 1;00, · 
that t;he scheme {,2') <;an tie generated R!J.rely from 
f.our Gainmµ: va ri,a•tes,: 
G1 (k) 
x,(k,) = G'T(k.) + G2(k) • {_G,.(k) + G2_(k)} = G1(k) ' 
(6) 
The relat:i:dnshi·P (.6} comes fr.0111•. tqe f,a,i:;t th~t in 
-t;he ratio G1 (k)/{G~ (k.) + G2.(k)} , the dl;:nomina~ 
tor; i.s incjependent, o'f'. the ratio. Hhi~. i.s a,, 
characterizing proi:ierty o'f'. Gamma, variil tes )_. 
Further properties of these schemes for genera·t-
i.1')9 negati.veJy c'orrelated Gamma variates 'w-i.11 be 
given e1sew1J.ere-. 
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